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Abstract

Preimplantation genetic testing for aneuploidy PGT-A has been widely applied today in assisted reproductive technology treat-
ments centers over the world to select the health embryos for transfer with euploid cells and to enhance clinical outcomes such as 
embryo implantation, clinical pregnancy, and live birth rates. The PGT-A can be performed in during an IVF cycle, after fertilization 
where a biopsy can be taken from the blastocysts to be genetically tested. PGT-A indication can be to decrease recurrent miscarriage, 
increase the pregnancy rate in advance maternal age, and increase single embryo transfer. This review also demonstrates new PGT-A 
method which is called non-invasive PGT-A, to prevent the embryo development distracting and removing extra cells from the em-
bryo, through analyzing leaked DNA.
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Abbreviations

IVF: In-vitro Fertilization; ICSI: Intracytoplasmic Sperm Injection; 
ART: Assisted Reproduction Technology; PGT-A: Preimplantation 
Genetic Testing For Aneuploidy; PGT-SR: Chromosomal Structural 
Rearrangements; PGT-M: Preimplantation Genetic Testing for 
Monogenic; FISH: Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization; PCR: Poly-
merase Chain Reaction; RIF: Recurrent Implantation Failure; AMA: 
Advanced Maternal Age; RM: Recurrent Miscarriage; SET: Single 
Embryo Transfer; KS: Klinefelter Syndrome; SMF: Severe Male Fac-
tor; TE: Trophectoderm; niPGT-A: Noninvasive Preimplantation 
Genetic Testing for Aneuploidy. 

Introduction 
Infertility and assisted reproductive technology

Infertility is a frequently common health condition that can be 
described as the failure of a couple to conceive a child after two 
years of unprotected sex. Unfortunately, infertility has grown in-
creasingly due to environmental and genetic factors, such as obe-
sity, smoking, alcohol and drug use, as well as environmental pol-
lution (Lal., et al. 2020). Therefore, numbers of infertile individuals 
have quickly risen past 15% of reproductive-age couples [1]. Con-
sequently, assisted reproduction technology (ART), and more par-
ticularly during vitro fertilization (IVF) have considered the burden 
of this increasing demand. These technologies are becoming an 
increasingly more common means to conceiving a child While IVF 
is an opportunity for several couples to conceive, rates of success-
ful IVF, implementation and live birth flutter around 50%, reducing 
in possibility with advancing maternal age and other medical dif-
ficulties (Fragouli., et al. 2018) [2]. Normally, embryos are picked 
for transfer based on morphology grading. Patient embryos usually 
undergo biopsy and consequent chromosomal analysis, in the case 
of recurring miscarriages or advanced maternal age. This proce-
dure is referred to as Preimplantation genetic testing for aneuploi-
dy (PGT- A) (Lal., et al. 2020).

PGT and PGT-A

Generally, PGT is described as a procedure made to examine 
and analyse the DNA from oocytes (polar bodies) or embryos 
(cleavage stage or blastocyst) for HLA typing or to define genetic 
abnormalities. PGT can include PGT for aneuploidy (PGT-A), PGT 
for monogenic/single gene defects (PGT-M) and PGT for chromo-
somal structural rearrangements (PGT-SR) (Kokkali., et al. 2020) 
[3]. Aneuploidy is the most frequent genetic irregularity found in 
humans, and it’s considered to be a common cause of a failed im-
plantation, pregnancy loss, and congenital disabilities. Usually, dip-
loid cells carry 46 chromosomes, which is known as euploidy cells. 
Aneuploidy is a remodelled condition including a deviation in copy 
number from multiples of 23. A typical example is a trisomy condi-
tion, resulting in 47 chromosomes. Aneuploidy can change various 

chromosomes in a cell, in some cases this condition is referred to 
as complex aneuploids, or result in nullisomy or polysomy, where 
none or multiple copies of individual chromosomes are present fig-
ure 1 spell check and correct (Viotti M, 2020).

Figure 1: The figure above illustrate the difference between 
euploidy and aneuploidy.

In addition to the different types of aneuploidy. Cells with com-
plex aneuploid karyotypes contain both chromosome copy number 
changes and structural rearrangements (Dürrbaum and Storchová, 
2015).

PGT started as an experimental test in the 1990s using poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR)-based techniques applied firstly for 
sex selection and the detection of monogenic disorders. A few 
years later, Interphase fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) 
was introduced and became the standard technique for embryos 
sexing and for identifying numerical and structural chromosomal 
irregularities (Kokkali., et al. 2020) [4]. However, PGT-A is 
usually carried out for in vitro fertilization (IVF) patients, aiming 
to increase pregnancy rates per embryo transfer and reducing 
miscarriage rates. Another benefit of PGT-A is to increase elective 
single embryo transfer and decreased time to pregnancy. PGT-A 
milestones also include it application for advanced maternal age 
(AMA), recurrent implantation failure (RIF) and severe male factor 
(SMF) and couples with normal karyotypes who have experienced 
recurrent miscarriage (RM) (Harper., et al. 2018). 

How to perform PGT-A
PGT-A can only be performed during an IVF cycle, thus after egg 

retrieval, IVF or ICSI is performed to fertilize the egg; following 
fertilization the fertilized eggs become blastocysts after 5-6 days. 
Based on morphology, blastocysts with good morphology are biop-
sied on days 5-6, then they are frozen to be transferred later to the 
mother uterus if they pass the PGT-A tests figure 2.

There are three main types of embryo biopsy, which include po-
lar body biopsy, cleavage stage biopsy and blastocyst biopsy. Blas-
tocyst biopsy is an emerging technique, which provides more cell 
to analysis since it contains the inner cell mass with the embryo 
(ectoderm, mesoderm and endoderm), vitelline and vesicle am-
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nion; in addition to the trophectoderm with non-embryonic tissues 
(chorion, placenta, umbilical cord). Blastocytes biopsy has several 
advantages such as it can be beneficial for monogenic diseases, a 
lower degree of mosaicism, and it keeps the ICM fully intact. How-
ever, blastocytes biopsy limitation sets in post-zygotic mosaicism 
(anucleate, multinucleation), embryo arrest and time for diagnosis 
(Boada and Veiga, 2010) [2].

Figure 2: The figure above illustrate the main steps of perform-
ing PGT-A.

Blastocytes biopsy steps 

•	 Zona Pellucida drilling, using Laser or mechanical biopsy. A 
small gap 25-30 μm directly opposite the ICM in the morning 
of day 5 or 6. 

•	 After drilling, incubation of the biopsy for four to enable blas-
tocoel development and spontaneous herniation of trophec-
toderm cells

•	 Division of 3-10 trophectoderm cells through laser pulses

•	 Following biopsy, cells should be washed through multiple 
droplets prior to tubing. It is important to visually confirm 
that an intact cell has been placed into the lysis buffer. Cells 
should be collected into no more than ~2.5μl of buffer in 0.2 
ml Flat Top PCR tubes figure 3. 

Figure 3: The main steps to perform trophectoderm biopsy.

Three main methods can be performed while doing the TE bi-
opsy: the first start with an opening the zona pellucida at cleav-
age stage by laser-assisted drilling till the formation of an enlarged 
blastocyst on day 5. The reason behind drilling the Cleavage em-
bryo zona is to obtain a faster biopsy on an expanded blastocyst 
and decrease the risk of unexpected collapse. Still, this method has 
a notable limitation; the embryo will be moved out of the incuba-
tors for two times for manipulation, and the substantial risk of 

having the inner cell mass herniating outside the zona. The second 
method is to apply assisted laser hatching for the TE, after the full 
blastocyst expansion. This approach needs a single embryo inter-
vention, and the zona can be targeted in a range far from the in-
ner cell mass, decreasing its association in the biopsy method. The 
last approach mixes the previous techniques in which it consists of 
penetrating the zona when the blastocyst is completely expanded 
and then waiting for the TE herniation [4,5] (Greco., et al. 2020). 

There are several molecular techniques to perform PGT-A, as 
shown in the table below.

Molecular tech-
niques Descriptions

comprehensive 
chromosome 
screening (CCS) 
using array com-
parative genomic 
hybridization 
(aCGH)

The method works through identifying al-
terations in the 24 chromosomes numbers 

and rearrangements when analysing the 
biopsied cells with a reference sample. The 
sample is visualised through labelling with 

fluorescent probes and hybridised to a 
DNA microarray. The visualised probes can 
indicate any loss or gain of chromosomes, 
after detecting fluorescence and analyse 
aneuploidy and chromosomal rearrange-

ments (Rodrigo., et al. 2014)
Single Nucleotide 
Polymorphism 
Array

SNP technique, also known as molecular 
karyotyping, which a sensitive method 

applied to perform high-resolution DNA 
genome copy number analysis and to 

identify segmental areas of homozygosity, 
known as regions of copy neutral loss of 
heterozygosity. SNP results are analysed 
through the maternal and paternal origin 
to assess the ploidy status (Noronha, Rohr 

and Chauffaille, 2015).
Real-time PCR Real time PCR is a laboratory-based 

method, which is widely applied to allow 
dependable detection and quantification of 

a targeted DNA genetics materials.
Next generation 
sequencing

NGS is a new technique that permits huge-
ly parallel sequencing, through cutting the 
DNA into small pieces and binding them to 

adapters to generate sequencing library. 
NGS has multiple clinical applications from 

genetics to infectious disease to ART in 
clinics and laboratories (Hsiao, 2019).

Table 1

PGT-A goals/indication 

PGT-A is applied to enhance and increase the rate of a healthy 
pregnancy and livebirth of genetically normal live births in couples 
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undergoing ART. Furthermore, PGT-A procedure is mostly per-
formed for couples with a history of recurrent miscarriages, recur-
rent implantation failure advanced maternal age, and male infer-
tility factors (Cárdenas-Nieto., et al. 2020). Moreover, PGT-A aims 
to enhance the processes of a section of embryos for transfer and 
hence reduce the time to live birth (Wilding., et al. 2019). On the 
other hand, some studies investigated how PGT-A can be cost-effec-
tive for couples attempting ART; for instance, a new study observed 
that IVF with PGT-A to be cost-effective for women over the age 
of 37 years, the study considered the exact cost estimations for all 
women > 37 years old and assumed that they would have received 
a blastocyst from a single IVF cycle, therefore reducing the most 
deficient diagnosis patients (Orvieto, 2018). Besides, several stud-
ies point out the importance of PGT-A in increasing the utilization 
of single embryo transfer (SET). Several advocate PGT-A to improve 
the employment of SET in patients having IVF treatment (Penzias., 
et al. 2018). As an example, Ubaldi., et al. 2015 research examined 
IVF success before and after modifying the clinic protocol created 
to reduce the number of transferred embryos in patients older 
than 35 years. SET was suggested for patients with less than two 
implantation failures. There were no significant differences in 
clinical pregnancy rates per transfer in both pre- and post- clinical 
treatment protocols. Still, there was considerable growth in live-
birth rates per embryo transfer cycle for the SET/PGT-A recipients. 
Nonetheless, when comparing live-birth rates per cycle, there was 
no significant difference between groups (20.9% without PGT-A vs 
24.4% with PGT-A) (Ubaldi., et al. 2015). Moreover PGT-A is highly 
recommended for advanced maternal age, since the increase in 
maternal age and induce oocytes and embryo chromosomal abnor-
malities. Several studies indicate that chromosomal irregularities 
increase gradually from age 31 through age 43, with aneuploidy 
rate of approximately 85%. For example, in Munné., et al. 2005 
study, they founded that before PGD, recurrent miscarriage pa-
tients had lost 87% of their pregnancies, while after PGT-A tests, 
they only lost 16.7% pregnancies. This difference was mainly due to 
decrease in pregnancy loss in the > or =35-years age (Munné., et al. 
2005). Moreover, Furthermore, Rubio., et al,2017 study performed 
a multi-centre randomized two-arms trial: the first group consist of 
woman (38–41 years) undergoing 24-chromosome screening PGT-
A on day-3 embryos, with a blastocyst transfer. The second group is 
the control group without PGT-A chromosome screening. In PGT-A 
group, 78.6% of embryos were aneuploid, a total of 37 pregnan-
cies were achieved successfully with only one clinical miscarriage, 
with a delivery rate of 52.9% per transfer. In contrast, a total of 
41 pregnancies were obtained in the control group, however, there 
where 16 miscarriages, and a delivery rate of 24.2% per transfer. 
The authors concluded that PGT-A screening is greater compared 
with controls, not only in clinical result at the first embryo transfer 
but likewise in considerably declining miscarriage rates and short-

ening the time to pregnancy (Rubio., et al. 2017) [6-8]. Likewise, a 
single-center observational-cohort study included a total of 2538 
couples in the control group and 308 patients were into (PGT-A) 
group. The study results showed the PGT-A group had better clini-
cal outcomes (live-birth rate per transferred embryo, LBR 40.3% vs 
11.0%) and reduced multiple pregnancy rate (MPR, 0% vs 11.1%) 
and pregnancy loss (PL, 3.6% vs 22.6%) in in advanced maternal 
age patients (Sacchi., et al. 2019). Most notably, PGT-A can help in 
the treatment of patients with unexplained recurrent recurrent 
pregnancy loss, once considering that embryo aneuploidies can 
be the reason of miscarriages. Numerous reports applying genetic 
testing in patients with this suggestion have displayed a reduction 
in miscarriage rate. Hodez-Wertz., et al. reported that, in a total of 
2282 embryos examined, 60% were aneuploid. Euploid embryo 
transfers performed were 181, with an implantation rate of 45% 
and ongoing pregnancy rate of 92%. The miscarriage rate was only 
6.9%, as compared with the expected rate of 33.5% in a recurrent 
pregnancy loss control and 23.7% in infertile control population 
(Greco., et al. 2020) [9-11]. In addition to maternal factors, there 
are some aneuploidies which might arise from the spermatozoa. 
Males with abnormal karyotype and Y chromosome deletions man-
age to produce spermatozoa with an unbalanced chromosome. 
Other various factors, such as varicocele, chemotherapy, age, and 
lifestyle, can further have a negative impact on meiotic divisions 
through spermatogenesis (Greco., et al. 2020) [12]. Several stud-
ies have confirmed that PGT-A should be used in ICSI cycles with 
severe male factor (SMF), including azoospermia (obstructive and 
non-obstructive), severe oligoastenoteratozoospermia, Klinefelter 
syndrome (KS), Y-chromosome microdeletion, and even in men 
with a low results semen analysis. Magli., et al. illustrated that SMF 
could give to a greater rate of aneuploid blastocysts (55% aneu-
ploidy rate with normozoospermic, 62% with oligozoospermia, 
and 69% with nonobstructive azoospermia (Magli., et al. 2009) 
[13]. Moreover, in another reported study, 72 male were recruited, 
of which 52 male had infertility and 20 male where assigned into 
the control group. The rate of abnormal sperm FISH examination 
was significantly higher in the patients’ group (55.8% vs 15.0% 
for controls). Asthenozoospermia, oligozoospermia and teratozoo-
spermia were significantly correlated with the detection of abnor-
mal FISH examination. Teratospermia was significantly correlated 
with increased aneuploidy rate for chromosome 17 (p = .005), 
chromosome X (p = .05) and Y (p = .03) (Petousis., et al. 2017). 
When to perform PGT-A? With the big conflict around if PGT-A is 
has a real influence on pregnancy rate and live birth. As a result, it 
is possible that patients are getting conflicting suggestions about 
the use or disuse of this procedure. Besides, there are no enough 
data regarding the benefits of PGT-A (Quinn., et al. 2017) [14-16], 
The study made to assess why patient undergoes PGT-A, founded 
that three-quarters of all patients who chose PGT-A meant they did 
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so to either have a healthy child or decrease the risk of congenital 
disabilities. Besides, nearly one in six individuals thinking to un-
dergo PGT-A is mostly to decrease miscarriage risk. Early pregnan-
cy loss is mainly due to aneuploidy, providing biologic plausibility 
for the use of PGT-A amongst patients seeking to avoid miscarriage. 
Nevertheless, data have not yet confirmed a relationship between 
its use and this outcome (Figure 4) (Quinn., et al. 2017).

Figure 4: The figure above illustrate the main reasons behind 
choosing to undergo or refuse to perform PGT-A (Quinn., et al. 

2017).

PGT-A interpretation

PGT-A for chromosome irregularities has been applied to en-
hance assisted reproductive technology results for almost 20 
years. However, in some cases, the effectiveness of (PGT-A) may be 
decreased, since the source of the mistakes throughout PGT-A is 
low sensitivity or specificity of either the method or interpretation. 
Besides, the threshold value which classifies normal result from 
pathological is not completely formalized for PGT-A. The decision 
on the status of the sample is taken by the interpreter (the expert) 
[18,19], (Musatova and Pomerantseva, 2019). 

The below graph illustrates the process of results interopera-
tion according to ESHREA.

Figure 5: The figure above illustrate the categorising of PGT-A 
results reporting (Fiorentino, 2010).

No pre-implementation molecular diagnostics methods can 
give a 100% sensitivity (no false negatives), specificity (no false 

positives), and accuracy, this is due to that embryos are extremely 
dynamic structures, where embryonic cells divide very dynami-
cally, thus genetic errors in the testing can occur. In a simple way 
results interpretation can be categorized as recommended to 
be transferred, not recommended to be transferred, or ‘recom-
mended upon signing the consent form. 

Non-invasive PGT-A 

PGT-A has been widely used to improve implantation and preg-
nancy rates. Still, there are some concerns regarding PGT-A, such 
as that it is not yet applied as a stander screening test for all IVF 
patients. In addition, the process of PGT-A requires an embryo bi-
opsy procedure, that is considered to be invasive and may have a 
possibly harmful influence on the embryo developmental potential 
(Yeung., et al. 2019) [20,21]. Even if the trophectoderm (TE) biopsy 
is performed, likely, the genetic composition of TE may not repre-
sent that of the inner cell mass. Thus, a non-invasive technique that 
can estimate the embryo ploidy state can be an ideal solution for 
embryo genetics screening tests (Yeung., et al. 2019) [22,23]. Non-
invasive preimplantation genetic testing for aneuploidy (niPGT-A) 
was firstly developed in 2016, to prevent the embryo development 
distracting and removing extra cells from the embryo, through 
analysing DNA leaked from human blastocysts into the culture me-
dium. In one study, where they used niPGT-A method, to perform 
chromosome screening on IVF embryos from seven couples with 
balanced translocation, azoospermia, and recurrent pregnancy 
loss. The screening results revealed that six of them completed 
successful clinical pregnancies and healthy live births. This con-
firms that niPGT-A technique prevents the need for embryo biopsy 
and, consequently, this will considerably increase the safety of its 
use (Xu., et al. 2016) [24-26]. Despite all the advantages of inPGT-A 
during the past years, it still has some downfaults due to the occur-
rence of a percentage of false-positive diagnoses in the blastocyst 
biopsy of the trophoblast, particularly in conditions of embryonic 
mosaicism. As an improvement solution, a validation program is 
necessary before obtaining free-DNA in a spent culture medium, 
to prevent DNA-contamination. For instance, some software can 
use artificial intelligence to identify suspected of contamination 
in DNA cases. Besides, the procedure for collecting free-DNA need 
to be strictly regulated for each laboratory. This involves special 
pipettes, culture plates suitable for reduced volumes of culture me-
dium, and the measurement of the use of a sequential or continu-
ous culture system, depending on each laboratory’s routine [27] 
(Franco Júnior, Dieamant and Oliveira, 2020).

Conclusion
In assisted reproduction, high-quality ovum is the basic and pri-

mary requirement for successful IVF [29]. Increasing the number 
of retrieved oocytes is an effective way to improve the number of 
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transplantable or even high-quality embryos. Repeated flushing 
and extended time required for oocyte recovery during the process 
of oocyte retrieval, significantly reduced oocyte and embryo devel-
opment potential.
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